Design Approach of Parameterized Walsh Sequence in CDMA Application
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Abstract—We Design CDMA Transmitter & Receiver for Efficient Transmission of Message Signal Between them. For Further Transmission Process We use Random Signal Generator as Walsh Sequence Generator. Walsh Sequence Generator has set of Orthogonal Functions ie Walsh Function. It deals with program, which is able to generate Walsh functions and to demonstrate binary data spreading for CDMA. Walsh Sequence is used for Error Detecting and Error Correcting Mechanism. It used For Secure and Efficient Communication. If any Error Occure During Transmission, Walsh Sequence Troubleshoot and Correct it and Passes to those Receiver which has Need. The Further investigation consider FPGA parameters like Speed and Power Dissipation. Here We design a system with less time delay so that speed of Transmission system is more. Also Power Dissipation is little so use less architecture during FPGA Implementation. The design is implemented in VHDL code. The design found their uses in many popular applications like multiuser communications such as CDMA, WCDMA, VLSI testing, Pattern recognition as well as image and signal processing.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) is utilized as a multiple access procedure in telecommunications radio framework that can transport interactive media movement at high information rates. The communications analysts have contemplated CDMA and are further creating it. This has turned out on account of the different reasons which added to development in remote innovation. It Include the requirement for exceedingly dependable telecom network and most imperative and security against listening stealthily and cryptanalysts. An usage of the modest information network. Multicarrier code division multiple access (MC CDMA) is a strategy that joins the benefit of multi-bearer regulation with that of code division multiple access to offer solid high information rate downlink cell communication administrations. MC CDMA networks proposed for the fourth era (4G) framework that will be characterized by the capacity to incorporate heterogeneous networks, particularly radio portable networks and remote networks that offers access to all administrations, constantly and all around. It is utilized, as it has ended up being superior to traditional CDMA networks, FDMA, and TDMA. Direct sequence (DS) CDMA is utilized as a part of the third-age versatile communication standard to give high limit and high transmission rate over regular plans. When transmitting information in the downlink, DS CDMA depends on the orthogonality of the spreading codes to isolate the distinctive user signals. Here we are going to learn about the Walsh sequence and how we proposed a more secure Walsh sequence. Walsh-Hadamard bipolar spreading sequences can be used for channel separation in direct sequence code division multiple access (DS CDMA) systems.

They are easy to generate, and orthogonal in the case of perfect synchronization. However, the cross-correlation between two Walsh-Hadamard sequences can rise considerably in magnitude if there is a non-zero delay shift between them. Unfortunately, this is very often the case for up-link (mobile to base station) transmission, due to the differences in the corresponding propagation delays. As a result, significant multi-access interference (MAI) occurs which needs to be combated either by complicated multi-user detection algorithms, or reduction in bandwidth utilization.

One of the primary points of interest of CDMA is that dropouts happen just when the telephone is no less than twice as a long way from the base station. Another burden of this innovation, when contrasted with GSM is the absence of international meandering capacities. The capacity to redesign or change to another handset isn't simple with this innovation in light of the fact that the net benefit data for the telephone is put on the real telephone, not at all like GSM which utilizes SIM card for this. Each other hindrance is the restricted assortment of the handset in light of the fact that it exhibit the real portable organizations utilize GSM innovation.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

An inspiration to attempt research chip away at Direct Sequence Code Division Multiple Access (DS-CDMA) communication frameworks depends on preferences that DS-CDMA has inborn property of better commotion resistance, regular pool of shared radio channels accessible to all users, wide bandwidth, higher framework limit, and enhanced...
administration quality, larger amount of protection, expanded security and higher throughput. The 3G and 4G portable framework is developing quick and will give significantly higher information rates as in Clarke and de Lamare (2011). It depends on the incorporation of existing remote communication frameworks with expanded frequency go and diminished cell range of the base station. The 3G and 4G communication will require particularly composed and scaled down fix reception apparatus to address bandwidth issues and power appraisals as clarified by HamadAmeen and WidadBinti Ismail (2011). The parallel preparing capacity of FPGA based Programmable Logic Devices (PLDs) makes them in a perfect world reasonable for baseband/Radio Frequency (RF) computerized signal handling in CDMA applications in Boukadourn et al (2005). The decision of CDMA depends on the way that apportioning channel assets utilizing spread spectrum systems have number of points of interest contrasted with Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) or Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) plots in Clarke and de Lamare (2011). The framework has the inborn property of better commotion insusceptibility and different points of interest. The signal preparing for communication frameworks is performed in present day times completely in the computerized area, which requires high throughput. Less complex and committed equipment circuits can just give the fast preparing capacity to meet these differentiating prerequisites, in Do and Feher (1996). Essentially there can be two standard gatherings of strategies, called serial and parallel systems, which are utilized regularly to reduce interference levels in CDMA. The serial plan decreases interference in progressive advances. It is considered as a superior choice for decreasing interference because of its similarity with existing mechanical frameworks, great capacity of pleasing blunder revising codes and its vigor with offbeat communication composes in Andrews and Meng (2004). The progressive interference cancelation (SIC) system is an intense strategy to diminish interference to such a degree, to the point that ghastly effectiveness of a channel can reach to Shannon limit under perfect conditions in Viterbi (1990). The position and nature of bolstering methods additionally assume part by and large on the general productivity of the portable communication framework in Kashwan et al (2011). The vast majority of the research comes about have exhibited improved framework limit. A novel procedure of equipment construct configuration executed in light of FPGA for CDMA versatile communications framework has higher speed with the low multifaceted nature included. It likewise enhanced channel use in Amsavalli and Kashwan (2012). This part has depicted the central thought of the entire plan methodology of trial work and result in investigations. The short clarifications of the pending parts of research work and thorough insights about the FPGA based handset for DS-CDMA portable communication, Successive Interference Cancelation, channel coding, the plan of savvy fix radio wire alongside a decrease in Bit Error Rate are displayed.

III. OVERVIEW

Message Signal is a Input Binary Signal & Can transmit ‘N’ no of Bits and it encoded with Walsh Sequences. At the Receiver End Further Walsh Sequence Generator is Used to Decode Transmitted Signal From Transmitter and Provide Message Signal to Receiver. In perspective of hazardous development in the quantity of digital cellular endorsers, specialist organizations are winding up progressively worried about the constrained limits of their current networks. This worry has prompted the arrangement of brilliant antenna frameworks all through real metropolitan cellular markets. These shrewd antenna frameworks have normally utilized multi beam innovations, which have been appeared, through broad examination, recreation, and experimentation, to give considerable performance upgrades in FDMA, TDMA and CDMA networks [5]. Multi beam designs for FDMA and TDMA frameworks give the straightforward capacity of the smart antenna to be actualized as a non-intrusive extra or appliquéd to a current cell site without significant adjustments or extraordinary interfaces [2]. This paper primarily focuses on utilization of brilliant antennas in versatile communications that upgrade the capacities of the portable and cellular framework for example, speedier piece rate, multi utilize interference, space division multiplexing (SDMA), increment in run, multipath relief, diminishment of mistakes due to multipath fading, best reasonableness of multi-transporter tweaks, for example, OFDMA. In this section, we are going to learn about the Walsh sequence and how we proposed a more secure Walsh sequence. Walsh-Hadamard bipolar spreading sequences can be used for channel separation in direct sequence code division multiple access (DS CDMA) systems, e.g. [3]. They are easy to generate, and orthogonal in the case of perfect synchronization. As a result, significant multi-access interference (MAI) [4] occurs which needs to be combated either by complicated multi-user detection algorithms [6], or reduction in bandwidth utilization. In addition to improving synchronization properties, scrambling also helps in reducing MAI. In addition, improving one of the characteristics is usually associated with a significant worsening of the others. Polyphase spreading sequences are rather difficult to implement as this requires an analog phase modulator.

IV. DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

A. TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER

In CDMA Transmitter and Receiver System, Where Input data can be send to input of Transmitter with addition of High frequency Carrier Signal as Walsh Sequence. After that it modulated in the transmitter and Gives Transmitter Output. This Transmitter Data Again applied to Input of Receiver
With Addition of Walsh Sequences and Finally got Receiver Output. But this is not Output Signal, This Signal Passes to Comparator. After that Output Signal is Generated. Here Walsh Sequence Acts as a major Role for Transmission & Reception Process.

Here, For Modulation Process we use X-OR Logic for Data Transmission & Data Reception, For Multiplication of Two Signal We use X-OR Gate. In X-OR Gate, When Two Similar Signal ie. ‘0’-‘0’ or ‘1’-‘1’. Then its Output Signal is always ‘0’. While Two Dissimilar Signal ie. ‘0’-‘1’ or ‘1’-‘0’. Then its Output Signal is always ‘1’.

In the proposed system we are going to send the data by XORing the data with Walsh sequence generated and at the receiver state we will be comparing the data with the wash and comparing the output which is depicted in the following figure:

**Figure 1** Transmitter & Receiver of Walsh System

As observed from the above figure the data is taken as input, the proposed data input limit is 7 bits. The transmitter takes the data as input and XOR it with the Walsh sequence. The proposed limit of Walsh sequence is 7 bits finally the output sequence is 35 bits. The example of transmitted data is as follows:

Data to transfer: 11001 , Walsh sequence: 1011001

The transmitted data after XORing is 

\[ Tx = 0100110 1011001 1011001 0100110 \]

This data is then taken as the receiver and again the XORing is done with the Walsh sequence.

Received Data: 0100110 1011001 1010100 0100110, 
Walsh sequence: 1011001

Processed Data: 1111111 0000000 0000000 1111111 1111111

Now this processed data is sent to a comparator. The comparator is a logic from which the 35-bit output bit is processed and then changed to the 5-bit original data. In this comparator, the bits are compared if the number of 1 is more in the set the data is taken as 1 same if the 0 is in dominance in the set it is converted to 0 for example.

\[ 1111111 = 1, 1111111 = 1, 1001111 = 1, 0010001 = 0, 0000001 = 0 \]

Similarly, if we recreate our data we get the input 11001 back.

**B. WALSH SEQUENCE GENERATOR**

If the Walsh sequence is fixed the security of the communication can be easily compromised as if the sequence is leaked then the data can be regenerated. Therefore we have to keep the Walsh sequence dynamic which can be generated at runtime. For this we are using two 32 bit registers as observed in the following figures:

**Figure 2 : WALSH Sequence Generation**

As observed from the above figure there are two 32 bits present to generate the Walsh sequence the basic register bits are XORed with each other. The basic value if register 1 is 11111111100001111000011100001. In register 1 the bit number 12 and 31 is XORed with each other and the bit is passed on 31st place making a right shift. Similarly, for the register 2, number 16, 22, 30 and 31 are XORed with each other and the value is passed on to bit 31 and again right sif is performed.

Once the shift is done the new value of both the registers are XORed with each other and is stored in the register.

Walsh Gold Code Generation Algorithm:

Step 1: The registers are set to its initial value.

Step 2: The 12th and 31st bit of register 1 are XORed and is passed onto the 31st bit creating a right shift. Step 3: The 16th, 22nd, 30th, and 31st bit of register 2 are XORed with each other and is passed onto 31st bit creating a right shift again.

Step 4: Now, the values of both the registers are XORed with each other to create the WALSH code and is stored in a register.

**C. WALSH SEQUENCE GENERATION IMPLEMENTATION:**

As observed from the proposed methodology the block diagram of the proposed system is as follows:
Figure 3: Block Diagram of Walsh System

As observed the figure illustrates the block of the proposed system, the system takes a 5-bit input 11000. This data is given input to the transmitter. Then at runtime, the system generates the Walsh sequence such as 1010101.

Now the data and Walsh sequence are XORed and the data to be sent is as follows:

\[ Tx = 0101010 \ 0101010 \ 1010101 \ 1010101 \ 1010101 \]

This data is then sent to the receiver. It takes this input and again this sequence is XORed with Walsh sequence.

\[ Rx = 0101010 \ 0101010 \ 1010101 \ 1010101 \ 1010101 \]

\[ Sx = 1010101 \ 1010101 \ 1010101 \ 1010101 \ 1010101 \]

\[ D = \underbrace{1111111 \ 1111111 \ 0000000 \ 0000000 \ 0000000} \]

Now, this data is sent to the comparator for comparison and finally, the data received is 11000. While comparing if instead of all 1’s or all 0’s we get some other output such as 11110 or 01010 then the occurrence of 0 or 1 is taken into account that is if the number of 1 is more than the selected bit is 1 similarly in the example two the number of 0 is more than the selected bit is 0. The Function of Comparator is only decode data in terms of ‘1’ or ‘0’. It decode set of sequence with only More no of bit as ‘1’ or ‘0’ and finally decode its to output Signal. If any bit at the input of Comparator is ‘1’ in terms of ‘0’, then it does not change its output. It output Totally depend on More no of ‘0’ or ‘1’. This comparator helps in error correction as if one or two bits of data is added with noise still we can generate our original data. So We can conclude that Walsh Sequence is Error Detecting and Correcting Mechanism.

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

A. RESULT

While, When we Design Full System of Walsh System in CDMA Implementation at that time, it Design in X-links ISE 9.1 i. So, Below are the Figures of Waveform of Full system.

So, When we Design CDMA Tx, Rx and Walsh Seq generator in same system, then We found that Input Seq 11001and Receiver O/P Seq 11001 are same. So, We conclude that data is transmitted from Tx to Rx.

As observed from the above figure the Walsh is requiring a delay of 1.074ns to generate the 32 bit sequence and 4.757ns as the total transaction time.
Figure 8: Power recorded of the proposed Walsh Sequence System

As observed from the above figure while running the system on 1MHZ the dynamic power required is 0.10W.

B. DISCUSSION

In this section of the paper, we are going to analyse our proposed model with the implemented base model proposed by GuravPurohit, V. K. Chaubey, KotaSolomanRaju and Divya Vyas [1]. The table below compares the power and delay of the proposed system with the base system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Base System</th>
<th>Proposed System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delay (in ns)</td>
<td>1.667</td>
<td>1.074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power (W)</td>
<td>0.470</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table No:-1 Comparision of Time Delay and Power Between Base System & Proposed System

As observed from the above table the delay and power is optimized to a great extent as the system reduces nearly 600ns of delay and the power to 0.3 watt which is a considerable amount therefore we can say that our system is better than the base system in terms of security, delay and power.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the study of enhancing the security of transmission is studied where the security is enhanced using Walsh sequence which is applied to the transmitter and receiver. Traditionally the system uses a static Walsh sequence in which the sequence is static which can compromise the security if the sequence is known to the attacker. To overcome this problem we are generating the Walsh sequence at runtime. To generate the sequence we are using two 32 bit registers which are loaded with some default values. To generate the sequence, two bits of register 1 i.e. 31st and 16th are XORed with each other and then passed to 31st bit again making a right shift. Similarly, the bits of register 2 namely 16, 22, 30 and 31st are XORed with each other and then passed on 31st making a right shift not the value of registers are XORed and used as the random sequence required at runtime. So, this system has High Throughput(Packets per second) than other. The second constraint of the traditional system was the error correction to overcome this issue the introduction of the comparator is done which helps in correcting the errors. In this system, the power and area of the traditional system are also enhanced by the use of runtime sequence generation. The observed value of delay and power recorded are 1.074ns and 0.10W which is lower than that of the base system studied. Hence the proposed system is better in terms of security, delay and power dissipation than the base system.
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